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-----------------------------------Method for counting the wheels' teeth of a clock train.
Many people are reluctant to even begin counting a clock train as
it can be such a tedious chore, so here is a method which I have
found makes the task a lot faster, simpler and more accurate for
me. It is also much quicker to use than to describe, so please
bear with me.
You may well find it necessary, particularly for smaller clock
wheels, to use some form of magnification, such as a loupe.
Firstly, mark the side of one tooth of the wheel (that you are
wishing to count) with an indelible marker pen. Lay a piece of
white paper on a not-too-hard surface such as vinyl or cork, and
make a small penciled dot near the top left-hand corner of the
paper. Then place the marked wheel tooth on to the dot, and
pressing it sufficiently to make a reasonable impression on the
paper, r-o-l-l the wheel across the paper until the marked tooth
comes round again, and mark this indentation with another dot.
You should now have an impression of every tooth on the wheel
laid out across the page in a fairly straight line. Mark and
count the first dot "0" (zero) and, carefully counting across
to the right, mark impression "10" and impression "20".
You could now count the entire line of impressions directly by
marking off 10s or 20s as you go, but using a paper strip as
described below will be faster and more foolproof!
Take a strip of paper about 6" or 8" long, put a small mark near
the left-hand end of its long top edge, line up this mark with
the original dot "0" and as you lay its edge close under the
line of wheel tooth impressions, put a corresponding mark on
the strip opposite the "10" and "20" marks on your page.
Your paper strip is now marked off with a measurement (or
interval) of 10 and then another 10 (= 20) teeth (or really
"spaces"). Move the strip across until its zero is opposite
the 20-mark on the impression line (already marked). The
20-mark on the *strip* will then be opposite tooth "40" on
the impression line. Mark this and number it "40". Now
step along with the strip in 20s (or tens, if you prefer),
marking and numbering the impression line each time, until
you get near to the right-hand end of it. You can then count
the remaining spaces up to your final indentation, writing

down the total score beside it.
You will realize that, because the perimeter of the wheel is
a circle, the number of teeth is the same as the number of
spaces between them.
You can continue by putting the impressions of other wheels
from the same clock below on the same page (using a new strip
for each), and if they are carefully labeled you will finish
up with a permanent record of the clock which you may wish to
store with your other notes.
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